Abstract-Effective management of overlay traffic is crucial for ISPs, due to the high interconnection costs incurred. In this paper, we investigate the interactions among ISPs that manage effectively overlay traffic but also take into account users' reactions. We introduce an innovative game-theoretic framework that employs separately two metrics, quantifying the ISPs' interconnection costs and the effects of their actions to users' QoE with the permissible strategies at each state being "memory based", i.e., depending on the payoffs of the previous states. We present the details of this framework and justify why it fits nicely our problem. Furthermore, we study two games that model the adoption of ISP-driven locality promotion and of ISP-owned caches that intervene in the overlay. We formulate these games and investigate their evolution and equilibria by means of two theoretical models, one of which is introduced here for quantifying the effects of promoting locality, and simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Overlay networks such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks (e.g. BitTorrent [I] ) already generate large volumes of traffic in the Internet. Also, as forecast in [2] , although the percentage of P2P traffic is expected to decrease in the future as a percentage of the overall Internet traffic, i.e., only 23% in 2015, instead of 30% today, its absolute volume is expected to increase by an annual growth rate of 20-25%. These huge traffic volumes constitute a crucial problem for ISPs, since they result in high charges for inter-domain traffic. Most of the traffic management mechanisms in the literature promote traffic locality by employing alternative neighbor selection, based either on some proximity metric provided by the Internet Service Provider (lSP) ( [3] , [4] , [5] ), or on proximity vectors acquired by processing regular DNS queries, thus exploiting an existing public infrastructure such as Domain Name System (DNS) [6] . Moreover, other works propose the provision of additional resources to the overlay ( [7] , [8] ).
Individual optimization of the overlay or the underlay results in traffic oscillations and sub-optimal Quality of Experience (QoE) for all parties [9] . In this context, Economic Traffic Management (ETM) proposes an incentive-based approach, developed by EU funded project SmoothIT (www.smoothit.org), which employs economic concepts and mechanisms to deal with overlay traffic in a way that is mutually beneficial for all stakeholders of the Internet, namely end users, Overlay Providers and ISPs, i.e. to enable 204 "Triple Win". Under the ETM paradigm, these stakeholders are considered to be interacting, self-interested players, making their individually preferable choices as permissible by the mechanisms. This implies that certain interactions among these players can be analyzed by means of Game Theory. Our work provides intuition on such interactions, yet by means of an innovative game-theoretic framework. Although Game Theory has been used in related works to analyze such interactions, most of the models proposed in literature use a single metric for each ISP's payoff, which is inadequate to capture both ISP's monetary benefits and user-related effects.
Our contribution lies in the investigation of the ISPs' interactions under a more realistic approach that involves two metrics; namely, the monetary cost of the ISPs (players) and the QoE of their end-users, for which we argue that they should be considered separately rather than in a combined way as in [16] . We also argue that it is meaningful to assume that ISPs have memory of previous states' payoffs and do make decisions on their strategy based on their own and on their users' payoff at both the current and previous time steps.
In particular, the main contributions of this paper include: a) the definition of a novel game-theoretic framework to investigate ISPs' interactions when employing ETM mechanisms, b) the development of the decision making, taking into account two separate metrics, i.e. payoffs of current and previous states, in a prioritized way, c) the modeling of the impact of the users' reactions on the decision making; and the modeling of the loss of customers as infmite cost for ISPs, d) the application of the proposed framework to investigate ISPs' dynamics in two cases: i) application of ISP driven Locality mechanism, and ii) the insertion of ISP-owned Caches in the overlay, and e) the development of a simple yet realistic model for the study of the ISP-driven Locality .
II. RELATED WORK
Over the last years, investigation of the interactions among players performing overlay traffic management is carried out by means of Game Theory in several works. The work of [9] addresses the interaction between the underlay physical network, e.g. ISPs, and the overlay, e.g. P2P networks. The game between these two players is formulated as a game that converges to an inefficient Nash Equilibrium Point for both underlay and overlay due to the Information Asymmetry between them. This work advocates for the necessity of cross layer optimization. Furthermore, [11] classifies possible cooperation schemes between ISPs employing Traffic Engineering (TE) and Content Providers (CPs) constituting content distribution networks based on the information that needs to be shared among the players. In [12] , a two-stage multi-leader-follower game is formulated where ISPs (leaders) set the prices for access provisioning and self-interested users (followers) respond to the prices by selecting ISP. In [13] , two game-theoretic models for ISPs, one considering ISPs as self interested and the other as altruists, aiming at reducing their bandwidth costs deploying cooperating caches are formulated. Additionally, in [14] , ISPs' dynamics in locality adoption are investigated. A major conclusion drawn in this study is that initially the largest AS starts to promote locality, and then the other ones are one-by-one forced to follow this strategy too.
Moreover, in [15], a game-theoretic framework is proposed for the development of techniques to promote cooperation (in the form of mutually beneficial resource sharing) among ISPs in P2P streaming platforms. The derived strategies aim at minimizing the inter-ISP traffic, though the implication of ISPs' actions on users' performance is not considered. In [16] , a game between ISPs and Content Distribution Systems is formulated and the existence of equilibria is proven; note that in [16] , a combined metric is employed, instead of a single metric, as used in each of the previous approaches. However, as also explained in [16] , even such a metric may not be able to capture the efficiency losses in all cases. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce the use of two metrics in a separate and prioritized way instead of a combined one.
The memorization of the payoffs of previous states in the selection of the current strategy has been addressed before, yet in different formulations and contexts than ours. For example, in [17] , when the strategies for playing the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma are considered, the outcomes of the three previous moves are used to make a choice in the current move. The strategy selection for the noisy iterated Prisoner's Dilemma is studied in [18] , where it is shown that the minimum memory required to find good strategies is 4, i.e., the strategy should take into account the action of both players in the previous two time steps. Moreover, in [19] , memory-based strategies are evolved for the generalized Hawk-Dove game, and are proven to be essential for social stability.
In [20] , a two player game with two choices A and B is formulated. In this framework, each agent (player) k is considered to select his strategy based on events kept in his memory Mk, where each event m is memorized as a tuple including the time of the event, the strategy of the player at that time and the reward received (payoff). In a different setup, in [21] , the authors consider the minority game, which is a repeated game with odd number of players that much choose between two alternatives at each step. The action of each player is also here determined based on information, called memory, on which action provided higher payoff at the last m time steps. In our work, we consider the use of memory of the payoffs of the previous two states explicitly in conditions defming the set of permissible strategies, and we also extend our study to multi-player and multi-strategy games.
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III. ECONOMIC TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Economic Traffic Management (ETM) proposed, developed and evaluated by EU FP7 SmoothIT project (www.smoothit.org) constitutes an innovative approach to manage application traffic flows in overlay networks. Its main objective is to achieve the co-operation between the overlay and the underlay, resulting in traffic patterns that optimize the use of network resources according to multiple given criteria. This is attained by means of ETM mechanisms that aim to be beneficial to all players, by combining traditional mechanisms of traffic management with economic incentives of the involved stakeholders. Below, two of the main ETM mechanisms studied within SmoothIT are briefly described.
The ISP-driven Locality ETM mechanism [5] is designed to incorporate the information exchange between the two layers, i.e. the overlay and the underlay in a mutually beneficial way. ISP-driven Locality employs BGP information, in order to characterize resources (e . g . servers or peers) and promote locality in the overlay's choices. In particular, overlay peers provide to an ISP-provisioned service lists of other peers possessing the content requested by each of them. The ISP service replies to the querying peer by providing ratings of these peers using rating functions that make use of BGP values. Then, the requesting peer decides on whether to select peers based on the ratings provided by the ISP service or not. It is to the ISP's best interest to provide such ratings so that the user experiences an improved download time and the ISP lower inter-domain traffic charge.
An ISP-owned Peer (loP) [7] is an entity that also aims at increasing the level of traffic localization within an ISP and at improving the performance enjoyed by the users of the overlay application. The loP is a resourceful entity in terms of access bandwidth (mainly in the uplink) and storage capacity. It acts as a regular peer, running the native overlay protocol, and simultaneously serves as a cache server storing selected (e.g. popular) content files and serving them to regular peers. An loP serves local peers, and by choice remote ones. Additionally, an loP can be totally transparent to the regular peers, or advertised by the ISP itself or the overlay provider (i.e. the tracker, if a suitable agreement is established between the ISP and the tracker). In the rest of the paper, the terms loP and cache are used interchangeably.
IV. DEFINITION OF A GAME-THEORETIC FRAMEWORK
In this section, we define a novel game-theoretic modeling framework for studying the dynamics of self-interested ISPs' interactions for different ETM mechanisms under which ISPs make related choices that affect each other's payoff as well as of their users. Games under the proposed framework are non zero sum, multi-player games with incomplete information with two metrics considered separately and in a prioritized way (which is an innovative feature) that involve memory of two steps in order for the player to select his next strategy.
In order to model the Information Asymmetry among players in a realistic way, we assume that each player knows neither the payoff matrices, nor the state of his opponent(s). Thus, an ISP plays according to his own expected payoffs only, choosing his best response strategy given the previous and current strategies of the other player(s) and their consequences. We only assume that each player can indeed observe and learn such consequences (not necessarily the actions) as well as estimate the expected payoffs of his own actions, e.g. by means of trial-and-error. Thus, ISPs interactions in this framework are modeled as a sequence of best-response dynamics with incomplete information but known own payoffs for each player. Of course, after several iterations we could reasonably assume that each player has a good knowledge of the payoff matrix of his opponent(s). However, the games considered may reach their equilibrium in a few steps only, thus rendering this feature irrelevant.
It should be noted that games within the proposed framework are in general non-zero sum, in the sense that both players may improve/deteriorate their states simultaneously, as well as the improvement of one player's state is not necessarily done at the expense of the detriment of the other(s); thus "win win" may be achieved. However, we do not consider or aim at promoting cooperation between players as in [13] and [15] .
The strategy space in the proposed framework can be either discrete (e.g. application of an ETM mechanism of not)
selection of the capacity of a cache from a continuous range).
In the sequel, we focus on the discrete strategy space, where in the simplest case, each ISP has to choose from two strategies, i.e. an ISP can employ or not a specific ETM mechanism, i.e., S = {No ETM, ETM}. More complex cases include an ETM mechanism with the options of multiple variations and/or different permissible values of associated parameters etc.
Within this modeling framework, the behavior of the players P,EP, i={l, 2, ... , N} (i.e., ISPs) is studied based on specific metrics quantifying the consequences of their actions, which are expressed by the pair (C" QJ for each player P,. In particular, Pi is interested in minimizing his monetary cost Ci, for which we focus on interconnection costs, i.e. cost for the inter-domain traffic crossing the link connecting ISP Pi with his transit ISP. Simultaneously, Pi is pursuing to attract more customers and to maintain existing ones. Hence, P, is also interested in providing his users with services of satisfactory QoE, i.e. maximizing Qi' In the proposed game-theoretic framework, the two aforementioned metrics are considered separately and in a prioritized way as analyzed below.
As the game considered is played in the form of best response dynamics, we consider a series of discrete steps in each of which one player decides to modify his strategy because he is inclined to do so. The strategy of player P, actually playing at time step m, S;{m), is selected on the basis of two important factors: a) memory of the payoffs of player P, at the previous two steps m-l, m-2, of the game, i.e. on (C;(m-l), Q;{m-l)), (C;(m-2), Q,(m-2)), taking also into account b) the impact of the action of the opponent player Pj that played at step m-l on the payoff metrics of P,.
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The reason why we choose to keep in memory exactly the two previous states are the following: In the case of applications with elastic QoS requirements, e.g. file-sharing or non-real-time streaming media, there is no prespecified "hard" QoS guarantee. However, if an ISP's customers get used to nice features, e.g. good QoE, then they cannot accept a subsequent QoE deterioration. Thus, memorization of only one state is inadequate, since then no comparison between the payoff of the state to be and the payoff of the state before the opponent's action can be performed and therefore the player could not make a decision on his current strategy. Furthermore, memorization of three or more states is unnecessary, since then there would be no change in the decision making, since users will not accept QoE deterioration; even if their new QoE level is better than the respective one e.g. three steps earlier. On the other hand, in the case of applications with inelastic QoS requirements, each player needs to compare his customers' performance payoff to a specific QoE threshold; therefore, memorization of previous performance values is not required.
Regarding the decision making criteria, we now argue that the two metrics should not be combined under a single metric, as in [16] , both for applications with elastic and inelastic QoS requirements. Combining the two metrics under a single one may lead the system to undesirable effects where the interconnection cost C is significantly improved for an ISP but together with noticeable deterioration of Q . The deterioration of users' performance (for elastic applications), or its dropping below the permissible threshold (for inelastic ones), imply loss of customers in the long-term for this ISP, which ultimately leads to very high monetary cost that should be definitely avoided (modeled in our framework as "infmite" cost). Hence, such a situation should be excluded from the set of feasible equilibria for the ISPs' interactions, which is achieved by considering the two metrics in a prioritized way.
In particular, if the action of the opponent of player Pi that played the last (i.e., at step m-l) led to deterioration of P;'s performance metric, then in the long-term this implies infinite cost for Pi due to dissatisfaction of his users by the performance they experience and their subsequent migration to another ISP. Thus, if Q;{m-l) < Q;{m-2), then the player Pi must improve his performance metric at any cost, if possible. If the set of strategies that lead to performance improvement such that the new performance value is equal to or greater than the performance value prior to the opponent's move is non empty, i.e., S(iF0, where the set SQ is defmed as SQ � S, S, E SQ, if Q;{S"m) � Q,(m-2), then the player Pi chooses among those strategies that lead in improvement of his performance metric the one that results in lower cost, i.e.,: Si*(m) = argmin{C,(S"m)}, for S, E SQ, else if none of the strategies lead to performance "restoration" but the set of strategies that lead to some performance improvement is non-empty, i.e., SQ=0(where SQ was defined above) and S/(iF0, which is defined as S'Q9 and S/, ES'Q, if Q;{S/;, m) � Q;{m-l), then the player P, chooses among the latter set of strategies the one that leads to the highest possible improvement of his performance metric, i.e.,:
If there is no strategy that leads to any improvement of his performance metric, then the player P; maintains his current strategy, i.e., S;*(m) = S,*(m-i) .
Therefore, it should be noted that the perfonnance metric Q is considered of higher priority compared to the cost metric C in case of a previous performance deterioration.
On the other hand, if the action of the opponent of player P, that played the last (i.e. at step m-J) led to improvement or no deterioration of P, 's performance metric, i.e., if Q,(m-i) � Q,(m-2), then, player P, tries to improve his cost metric without deteriorating his performance metric, if possible, or otherwise he maintains his current strategy. In particular, if the set of permissible strategies for this case is non-empty, i.e., Sd0, which is defined as Sc� and S,ESc, if C,(S"m) < C,(m-i) and Q,(S;, m) � Q,(m-i), then the player P; chooses among this set of strategies the one that leads to the highest possible improvement of his cost metric, i.e., S,*(m) = argmin{C;(S;, m)}, for S; ESC, else player P; maintains his current strategy:
S,*(m) = S;*(m-i) .
In the discussion above, we have presented the criteria under which a player P, has the incentive to modify his strategy after the action of one of his opponents. If multiple players have such incentives, then we take that a randomly selected one acts first in the way presented above. Then, all other players reassess their strategy after observing the consequences of this last action. We further illustrate our approach in Fig. I , for a game with two players and two strategies. We depict two payoff matrices, one for inter-domain cost C and the other for users' performance Q at the application level, for either an elastic application such as file-sharing, or one with stricter requirements such as video streaming. These metrics are not treated symmetrically in order to determine the equilibrium point and the achieved monetary payoffs. In particular, the game's initial state is (No ETM, ETM) and ISP2 decides his strategy. If he plays No ETM, his users will experience performance degradation (depicted in red in the upper left cell of the performance-payoff matrix), although this would benefit 207 him more (as depicted in green in the upper left cell of the cost-payoff matrix) than the current state in terms of inter domain traffic cost. Thus, ISP2 maintains his current strategy. However, ISPI changes his strategy due to the improvement of both his users' perfonnance and his costs (bottom right cells in perfonnance (yellow) and cost (green) payoff matrices), thus leading the system to the new state (ETM, ETM).
V. LOCALITY PROMOTION GAMES
In this section, we provide a generic theoretical framework for modeling BGP-Locality promotion in overlay networks, as an effect of the ETM deployment. The purpose is to study a game between two ISPs and gain insight on how each ISP reacts on the locality-promoting decisions of the other, considering both the cost savings and the user performance effects, as mentioned earlier. Modeling such an environment is quite complex since there are several parameters to consider, falling under two main categories: i) network configuration (i.e., capacity of access and core links, topology, costs and inter-domain SLAs, background traffic, overlay traffic) and ii) overlay instantiation (i.e., distribution of peers, churn rate, swarms, mix of seeds and leechers, file size). In this section we provide a simplified analysis, keeping some of the above parameters fixed, so as to have a first insight on the outcome of such a game, while in Section 5, we consider a specific ETM mechanism that leads to traffic localization.
A . Notation
The two ISPs are considered to be of Tier 3, both customers of the same Tier 2 ISP, thus being neighbor ISPs. The Tier 2 ISP connects both of them to the rest of the Internet, as shown in the topology of Fig. 2 . Also, we assume that the intra-domain topology is a star topology, where the hub is the gateway to the upper tier ISP. Based on the topology, we identify 3 types of paths: the intra-domain path, P ln/ra, the path from one tier 3 domain to the neighboring domain, Pne; gh, and the path from a domain to the rest of the Internet, P;nler' We do not consider core and access links to reach a peer residing on an average domain of the rest of the Internet, due to simplicity reasons, and the assumption that possible bottlenecks do not lie there. The links are considered to be symmetric, with reserved capacity for each direction.
The number of peers in each domain is denoted by nj, where j E {O, i, 2} and domain 0 stands for the rest of the Internet. A random peer is not aware of the entire population of peers in all domains, but on Iy of a fraction of them, denoted by ak, i.e., the percentage of known peers (the index "/(' stands for "known"). Note that to simplify the analysis, we assume that a peer in domain j knows ak . nj other peers in its own domain, rather than ak . (nri). Furthermore, a peer starts the exchange of data with another peer, if it gets unchocked. The probability Pli of a peer P to get un chocked when trying to connect to another peer R depends on: the number of unchoking slots available to peer R, as well as on whether the domain where the peer P and/or R belong to promote locality, and the population of peers in the various domains. The number of unchoking slots is taken as equal to 4 [1]; though the model also applies to other values for this parameter. Since we don't consider a specific locality-promoting ETM mechanism but rather aim to develop a generic model, we refrain from addressing operational details of the mechanism itself, but rather introduce a parameter expressing its effect. Indeed, let PI denote the percent reduction of the inter-domain traffic when a domain promotes locality. 
B. Assumptions
We consider the case of a single swarm and all peers are assumed to be leechers. In the analysis that follows, we consider only the effects of Tit-for-Tat (T4T) principle employed by BitTorrent, given the specific number of available regular unchoking slots, and neglect the optimistic unchoking. This implies that each peer exchanges content with a fixed-size set of neighbors, either initially provided by the application provider, due to explicit agreement with the ISP, or emerged from the overlay procedures of neighbor selection.
The model works on the flow level. One flow is defined as the transfer of one or more chunks between two peers. This transfer happens after a peer is unchoked by another peer. Since a peer has 4 unchoking slots, 4 upload flows can be established during a transfer period, which we take, for simplicity, as having fixed duration and denote as 'round'. By the same token, the average number of download flows per peer is also 4. Once unchoked by another peer during a round, a peer can download as many chunks as possible according to the download rate achieved. Hence, the total download rate of a peer is used as a proxy for performance, since it can be employed to calculate the expected download time. For each flow, the corresponding rate depends on the number of flows accommodated in the bottleneck link of its path. This is related to the number of peers too, since the number of flows from one domain to another depends on the peer population in each domain and on whether a domain employs locality or not.
As a consequence of the T4T rule, we can specify the number of peers (either local or remote) that an arbitrary peer knows when it joins the swarm (see example below): a peer in domain 1 knows ak n2 peers in domain 2 a peer in domain 2 knows ak nl peers in domain 1 a peer in domain 1 is known by ak n2 peers in domain 2
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This implies that the T4T rule applies in the domain level too, i.e., the number of flows originating from domain 1 and are destined to domain 2 is the same with the number of flows originating from domain 2 and are destined to domain 1. Additionally, the last bullet makes the T4T rule applicable in the peer level as well.
Finally, the preservation of the number of the known overlay neighbors is a fundamental assumption for our model. Each peer initially knows a set of local and remote peers and opens a specific number of connections to a subset of those peers. However, the deployment of a locality-promoting mechanism either in one or both domains results in denying some of these connections which, in turn and due to the overlay procedures for neighbor selection, result in a new set of known peers, with the same size but under different distribution across the domains. This assumption will be later used to calculate how the origins of flows are distributed among the different domains, depending also on which of the domains employ locality promotion.
C. Modeling Traffic Flows
We now present the model for analyzing the traffic flowing between the two ISPs, taking into account the population of peers in each domain in the following three cases: 1) no ISP employs locality, 2) only one of the ISPs promotes locality, and 3) both ISPs promote locality.
1) No locality promotion in any domain .
First, we assume that no ISP promotes locality. If we focus on domain 1, we need to specify the incoming (download) traffic to a peer of this domain. The sources of the flows with destination a peer in domain 1 can have three origins: domain 1 (intra-domain traffic), domain 2 (neighbor traffic) or the Internet (Internet traffic). The aggregation of neighbor and Internet traffic gives the (total) inter-domain traffic.
First, we calculate the probability Pll of a peer to get unchocked when trying to connect to a contacted peer. In any of the domains this probability is given by the total number of unchoking slots of the peer contacted divided by the number of peers trying to connect with the specific peer, which due to T4T equals the total number of known peers Then, we calculate the traffic (number of flows) per cache, as specified earlier. For the intra-domain traffic (flows with source and destination peers in domain 1), we have that the nl peers know ak . nl other peers in domain 1 and they connect to them with probability PlI-no _ loc.
Hence, the average total number of intra-domain flows is equal to nl . ak . nl . PlI-no _ !oc'
Following the same analysis, we obtain that the average total number of flows from the neighbor ISP (domain 2) and from the rest of the Internet is equal to nl . ak . n2 . PlI-no _ !oc and nl . ak . no' PlI-no _ !oc, respectively. From these, we later calculate the throughput per peer for all three domains (due to symmetry) considering also the bottleneck in the various path types.
2) Locality promotion only in domain 1 .
Let us now assume that ISP 1 decides to deploy a locality promoting mechanism, while ISP 2 does not. As a result, and compared to the previous case of no locality promotion, the distribution of neighboring peers will be different since a percentage PI of the inter-domain traffic will be denied/rejected. Hence, a peer in domain 2 will now know more peers from domain 2 and the rest of the Internet so that the total number of neighboring peers is preserved. Following the same approach as before, the probability that a peer in domain 1 unchokes an incoming connection is given by: The factor (l-pJ is inserted due to the T4T rule and y is the percentage of new peers from domain 2 included in the new neighbor set to compensate for the reduction of domain 1 peers known. Also, in the rest of the Internet, there will hold:
According to the neighborhood size preservation assumption, it should hold that ak ((l+x)nl+(l-pJ(n2+nO)) = alnl+n2+nO), ak ((l-pJn/+(l +y)(n2 + no)) = aln/+n2+nO), from which we obtain that x = PI (n2+nO)/n/, and y = PI n/(n2+nO) .
Similarly to C.l and and based on the new distribution of peers, we can calculate the number of incoming/outgoing flows for both domains.
3) Locality promotion in both domains,
The number of incoming/outgoing flows for domains 1 and 2 when both of them employ the locality promotion mechanisms can be studied similarly to C.l and C.2.
D . Download Rate Calculation
We can now calculate the utilization of the involved links, given their capacities. From the links' capacity and the number of flows per link, we will specify the bottleneck for each type of path and hence estimate the average download rate experienced by a peer in a given domain. Note in the previous section we have been dealing with the total traffic per domain, while in this section we consider the rate with which a single peer in a domain downloads the file, and more precisely, we consider the average total download rate per round, i.e., to 209 download chunks of the file from all peers by which a given peer has been unchocked.
Hence, the total download rate considering the three different types of traffic and paths (intra-domain, neighbor, Internet) and the bottlenecks of each type of path, is given by r l = Zmlra . rtm1ra + Znelgh . rtnelgh + Zmler . rtm1er ,where Zx denotes the total number of flows for each type of traffic flow x (as computed in previous subsection) and rtx denotes the average rate achieved per flow in the bottleneck of the specific type of path. In order to fmd the average rate achieved in each type of path, the following algorithm is considered: 
4.
Compute the average path rate for each flow, by taking the fair bandwidth share of flows at the bottleneck link.
E. Game Analysis
Below, we provide a set of simple numerical examples that will illustrate better the findings of the previous subsections. We first decide on the capacity, in terms of the number of flows supported per unit of time (i.e. round) of the different types of network links. More specifically, we have that 1/ = 10, 12 = 5 (n/ + n2), 13 = 2 (n/ + n2).l4 = 5, and 10 = 12 (n/+n2), where IJ denotes the capacity of linkj as denoted in Fig. 2 .
Note that we have dimensioned the links in such a way that the domain 1 is considered a high-speed domain, while domain 2 is a lower-speed domain, in order to study the effects of locality promotion in domains with heterogeneous access speeds. Also, we have related the capacity of the inter-domain links to the number of peers in both domains, so as to be able to study the locality effects under varying population sizes and distributions, keeping at the same time the total number of peers, and the capacity of all inter-domain links fixed. For the experiments conducted we assumed that no = 1000, n2 = 500-nf, nl E[50, 450j . In the analysis that follows we consider the "symmetric" case as the case where the two neighboring domains 1 and 2 have the same number of peers, i.e., where n/ = n2 = 250, and the "asymmetric" case when the peer populations are unequal.
We first consider the symmetric case by examining the benefits for the end users that will reveal the feasible set of solutions for the ISPs. The performance payoff matrix of Table I depicts the performance achieved in each state (i.e. strategy-pair) in terms of download rate; the higher the rate, the better the performance. We employ as a proxy for monetary costs the inter-domain traffic incurred by each of the ISPs, contained in the other payoff matrix of Table II ; the higher the traffic, the higher the associated costs, and the less profitable a state for the ISP. We assume that initially neither of the ISPs employs locality. If ISPI decides to do so, both his performance and costs will improve; the same applies for ISP2, both before and after the action of ISPl . Thus, the two ISPs will be led to the equilibrium (Lac, Lac).
Our analysis for the asymmetric case, where nj = JOO, n2 = 400, leads to the same equilibrium. In fact, this is the case for all analyzed variations of peer allocation in the two domains. This suggests that both ISPs will employ the locality promoting mechanism, leading to improvement of both performance and inter-domain traffic compared to the initial state, and thus achieving win-win for each ISP and his users. Note that once this state is reached, none of the ISPs deviates by selecting No Lac, despite the resulting reduction of his cost, because of the associated performance deterioration. F. Discussion of locality effects Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 summarize the outcome of the game for different peer populations for the two ISPs. The x-axis denotes the allocation of peers in each domain, with the fIrst number representing the peers in domain 1 and the second the peers in domain 2. (Recall that the total number of peers is fIxed, namely 500.) For clarity reasons, we only compare the strategy-pair where no locality promotion takes place in the two domains, i.e. NN, with the strategy-pair of promoting locality in both domains, i.e. LL Each curve is also indexed with the domain it refers to (i.e. High or Low). From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we can deduce that locality promotion seems to have a uniform effect on the inter-domain traffic, regardless of the peer distribution, which is explained due to the T4T rule as well. Thus, we observe similar effects on both the high-speed and the low-speed domains.
However, this does not hold for the download rates. From a fIrst look, we can observe what is reasonably expected: the peers of the high-speed domain achieve higher download rates than the peers of the low speed domain. For the peers of the high-speed domain, in the LL case, as their population increases, they achieve higher rates since they start to benefIt from the increased intra-domain exchanges and the still high number of low-speed peers in the other domain. In the NN case, this increasing trend leads the peers of the High domain to attain download rates that is only slightly lower than when locality is employed. This is observed for only one case close 210 to the symmetric point. When the number of high-speed peers increases beyond some point the increasing trend is reversed, due to the fact that high-speed peers now rely on a small number of low-speed peers, which now become the bottleneck. However, this detrimental effect is avoided when locality promotion is deployed, since low-speed remote peers are now replaced by the additionally discovered local high speed peers. It should also be noted that, overall, in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , all curves corresponding to NN are dominated by the respective ones for the LL, thus always leading to win-win.
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""'- In the low-speed domain, when no locality is employed, the download rate initially increases, as the population of its peers decreases, due to the fact that lower congestion is observed inside the domain while more remote higher-speed peers are contacted. This increasing trend stabilizes after a point, due to the fact that the peers' low speed access link becomes now the bottleneck. When locality is employed, the rates achieved are initially higher and increasing (as the number of low-speed peers decreases), and then stabilize at the same value with the one achieved in the no-locality case, due to the same reason as before.
VI. CACHE INSERTION GAMES
In this section we analyze and investigate ISPs dynamics, when resourceful caches such as loPs [7] and their variations can be inserted by one or more ISPs in the overlay. An loP is an in-network cache controlled by the ISP and installed within his premises. Its purpose is to assist the content delivery by pre-fetching content from remote locations and delivering it to local peers. The loP can be either deployed to be either transparent, or "advertised" to the users by the ISP. In the fIrst case, the loP is preferred by regular peers due to its abundant resources and due to the T4T principle employed by BitTorrent; while in the latter case, the users are aware of the loP's existence and free to decide whether they want to be served by it or not. The insertion of loPs constitutes an ETM mechanism that aims at traffIc localization and increase of the system's upload capacity, and therefore at inter-domain cost minimization for the ISP and possibly at performance improvement for the users.
To investigate the ISP dynamics when inserting loPs, extensive evaluations have been performed both by means of: a) the theoretical model of [10] , which extends the model of [22] for BitTorrent performance evaluation to include also caches, and is combined with a simple model for inter-domain traffIc, and b) simulations, using the SmoothIT Simulator [23] , in complex, more realistic scenarios where also business agreements, i.e. peering, can be considered between ISPs. Note that we have also investigated the dynamics of three competing ISPs by means of (a), however the analysis didn't provide any further insight; thus we confIne our forthcoming discussion to the 2 ISPs case.
A . Investigation by means of the theoretical model
We consider the case of two competing ISPs, where ISP2 has 3 times more peers than ISPI (asymmetric case); peer arrivals in ISPI and ISP2 follow the Poisson distribution with rates A = {6, 18}, respectively. The ISPs are interconnected by means of a common transit provider that has no peers; background traffIc in the transit links is ignored. After peers fInish downloading, they serve as seeders with mean seeding time 1/8 = 100s. Peers' access bandwidth is 16/1 Mbit/s, while the loPs are assumed to have symmetric access links, taken as 50 Mbit/s. Finally, we assume a single swarm where a video of 150 MB size is disseminated.
In our setup, each ISP (player) can follow three strategies: a) no cache insertion (no loP), b) transparent cache insertion (loP), and c) advertised cache insertion (adloP). We use peers download rate as performance payoff metric, and ISP incoming inter-domain tra f fic as a monetary cost metric. The relevant results are presented in Tables III and IV. Initially neither of the ISPs employs an loP, i.e. the initial state is (no loP, no loP). ISPI is considered to play fIrst. Although adloP results in higher performance improvement than loP, when compared to ISP1's previous state, i.e. no loP, the loP strategy is preferred since it leads in higher cost reduction than adloP as depicted by arrow (1) in Table IV . The new strategy played by ISPI benefIts also ISP2 in terms of cost, but it implies performance deterioration for him. Therefore ISP2 needs to defInitely change his strategy to improve his performance, if possible. Similarly to step 1, although adloP implies higher performance improvement for ISP2, loP leads in a signifIcant performance improvement too but with a higher cost reduction; thus ISP2 follows strategy loP too (arrow (2)). Since ISP1's performance metric is deteriorated by ISP2's strategy compared to the exact previous 211 state, ISPI now changes his strategy to adloP (arrow (3)) to improve his performance even at the expense of inter-domain traffIc increase. This action by ISPI implies deterioration of ISP2's performance metric compared again to the exact previous state. Therefore, ISP2 changes his strategy to adloP too (arrow (4)), to improve his performance metric, again at the expense of inter-domain traffIc increase. Thus, after four steps, the system converges to (adloP, adloP) state, which is an equilibrium, since none of the players can change his strategy without 'harming' his users' performance. Note that if the game were played taking as single payoff the performance metric, then the system would be lead to the same equilibrium, i.e. (adloP, adloP). On the other hand, if the game were played taking as single metric the cost, then the system would be led to (loP, no loP). Although that in this state both ISPs would achieve higher reduction of their cost metrics (compared to two metric application), the respective performance metric of ISP2 is deteriorated. Practically, ISP2 would exploit the positive impact of ISP1's ETM mechanism on his inter-domain traffIc (jreeriding), but would perform no action to countermeasure the negative impact on his users' performance. The utilization of the two separate metrics allows us to avoid exactly such situations.
Let us now investigate qualitatively the dynamics in the aforementioned setup, when we also consider the amortized ETM deployment cost as part of the cost metric of the players. In particular, the transparent loP deployment, i.e. loP, (e.g., the cost of installing a few cache servers equipped with high bandwidth VDSL lines taking into account that storage cost is in general minimal nowadays) may have insignifIcant cost for the ISP compared to the inter-connection cost savings. On the other hand, the cost of advertising these caches, i.e. adloP, to multiple users either by developing an alternative version of a BitTorrent client and diffusing it among peers or by establishing some agreement with an overlay provider, i.e. a BitTorrent tracker, might have a signifIcant impact on the ISP's total cost. Therefore, it is expected that the consideration of the deployment cost would lead the system to new equilibria, particularly if cache advertisement is an option. Or course, a detailed cost-benefit analysis would be required to quantify such deployment cost and its impact on the ISP dynamics; this is left for future investigation.
B. Investigation by means of simulations Simulation results for the case the simple case of two competing ISPs just analyzed lead to similar conclusions with the numerical ones, and are omitted due to space limitations. Next, we consider the case of two competing ISPs yet in a more complex and realistic topology of totally 9 ASes depicted in Fig. 5 . We assume again peers' bandwidth equal to 16/1 Mbps (down/up), and loP capacity equal to 50 Mbps (down/up). The content file disseminated is a video of 150 MB size. The players' allowable strategies are: no loP (no loP insertion), loP (insertion of loP without policy) and 10P UP (insertion of loP with policy, i.e. the loP serves only peers located in the same AS). Also, we assume that the overlay tracker is unaware of the caches' existence, when inserted. In order to calculate costs, we consider the 95-th percentile of the traffic volume per 5 minute intervals. Due to the fact that both ISPI and ISP2 are tier-2 ISPs, we need to take into account not only the incoming traffic from the upper tier ISP (i.e. AI), but also revenues due to the outgoing traffic towards same or lower tier ASes. Note that a peering agreement is considered between ISP2 and B3; when the peering ratio (i.e.
T is� 2-B3 / T �'L ISP2 "? pR ) is violated, we assume that ISP2 charges B3 for this extra incoming traffic of B3 from ISP2, which is a source of revenue for ISP2. Also, we assume that ISP2 charges tier-3 ISP C3 for the traffic flowing from ISP2 to C3; similarly, ISPI charges tier-3 ISPs CI and C2. Therefore, taking into account all the above payments and revenues of ISPs I and 2, and assuming for simplicity that the per unit price for traffic is the same in all links, we obtain the following cost expressions per 5 min slot: 
where DISP2-B3 = max { T is� 2-B3 -pR · T �Ls P2 , 0 }.
The latter means that in case of violation of the peering ratio, B3 is charged from ISP2 for the exceeding traffic, otherwise 212 B3 is not charged at all. In Table V , we present the average download duration of the entire content file by peers in each player's domain, and in Table VI , the players' cost values are average values of the costs estimated as explained above.
We assume that the initial state of the game is {no loP, no loP}, from which both ISPs have the incentive to deviate. We take that ISP I plays first, and improves both his performance and cost by playing loP, depicted by arrow (1) in Table VI , and leading the game to the state (loP, no loP). Although, ISPI action has lead to improvement ISP2's performance metric compared to the previous state, ISP2 checks whether another feasible strategy can lead him to further cost reduction. Indeed, both strategies, loP and loP UP, are feasible (i.e. they lead to further performance improvement for ISP2) and moreover, they both lead to cost reduction. Therefore, ISP2 will choose the action that leads to the highest cost improvement, i.e. loP (arrow (2)). Since ISPI's cost increased after ISP2's action, ISPI will change his strategy. Since noloP is not feasible for ISPI, because performance is degraded by 3,5 times, ISPI will play 10P UP (arrow (3)). Although, ISP2's cost has been further improved by ISPI's action, his users' performance has been slightly deteriorated; therefore ISP2 will change his strategy to 10PUP too (arrow (4)). Note that noloP is not feasible due to the large performance deterioration that it implies for ISP2. Finally, none of the ISPs has an incentive to change his strategy in this state, i.e., {loP UP, 10PUP}. In this investigation we considered a simple cost metric based only on the 95th percentile of the traffic passing through the links attached to the tagged player assuming that the price per bit is the same in all inter-domain links. In a more complex analysis, where also different prices per bit would be considered, the ISPs' dynamics could considerably differ. For example, assume that the price per bit of the outgoing traffic from a tier-2 ISP towards a customer tier-3 ISP is larger than the respective price from a tier-l ISP to that tier-2 one. As long as his users' QoE is not negatively affected, then the tier-2 ISP has incentive not to employ a restrictive policy (e.g. as in ]oPUP), in order to intentionally increase his outgoing traffic towards his tier-3. Further investigating such cases, as well as the interplay of the game studied with the choice of prices in various inter-domain links is left for future research.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the dynamics of ISPs that deal with overlay traffic by employing ETM mechanisms anticipating users' reactions. We introduced a novel game theoretic framework that employs separately two metrics, quantifying the effects of ETM mechanisms to the ISP and his users, as well as memory of the previous two states' payoffs to assess current strategies. We studied games that model, respectively, the adoption of ISP-driven locality, for which we developed a special model to quantify its effects, and of ISP owned Peers that intervene in the overlay, by means of a theoretical model presented in literature and simulations.
In the case of locality games, we have shown that, under specific assumptions for the overlay processes as well as for the topology under study, in the equilibrium both providers employ locality promotion, independently of the access speeds they offer to their customers and the distribution of the peers in the two domains. We have also shown that for the simple case of two strategies, both user-related and ISP-related metrics are compatible, i.e., they are both improved when the ISP adopts locality promotion.
In loP game, we showed that indeed the decision making under the proposed framework can lead the system to an equilibrium that is different than the one to be reached if users' reactions were not anticipated. However, by following our approach, ISPs manage to achieve both cost reduction and performance improvements for their users at the same time, thus leading again to a win-win situation for each ISP and his users. Also, for tier-2 ISPs, we have argued for the need to take into account both the outgoing traffic towards lower tier ISPs and the charging schemes in the various inter-domain links, since these may considerably affect the game outcome.
The proposed game-theoretic framework is more generally applicable. For example, future research can focus on games modeling dynamics of multiple ISPs and for other types of overlay traffic, e.g. traffic generated by cloud applications or by social networks; moreover, different metrics could be also considered, either separately or in combination with those already employed, such as metrics related to energy efficiency. 
